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general rule, a thalamic relay neuron is a
more efficient transmitter of sensory
impulses to the cortex in an awake than in a
drowsy animal.
How these transformations occur, and

how they are controlled during wake and
sleep, remains one of the challenges for
investigators of thalamic function. One can-
didate is the thalamic interneuron. These
neurons are quite unlike the "typical" neu-
rons of medical textbooks, which are no
more than thinly-disguised versions of the
spinal motoneurons studied by Eccles and
colleagues. At the synaptic aggregations
between a single afferent axon and the
dendrite of a thalamo-cortical fibre, the
interneurons receive synaptic input from the
terminal of the afferent axon. This input is
reciprocated by both dendritic and conven-
tional axonal synapses onto the presynaptic
afferent terminal. In addition, there may also
be synapses between the interneuronal axon
and thalamo-cortical dendrite. The function
of these interneurons, which are GABAergic
and inhibitory, presents, as Dr Jones says,
"a challenge that surely cannot be ignored
any longer."
One of the pleasures of this book is that it

provides enough physiological detail to
allow comment on fincaion. It is not "a
desert of detail without a living functional
watercourse, only a mirage away from
unverified speculation" (WAH Rushton,
1977). This approach is best illustrated by
the 100 pages devoted to discussion of fun-
damental principles in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
To my mind, these, with the historical intro-
duction, are the most useful parts of the
book, and should be required reading for
anyone with a passing interest in thalamic
function. Other useful sections are the dis-
cussion of terminology in each chapter on
individual thalamic nuclei. Nowhere else
have I found such a clear description of the
different nomenclatures for each nucleus and
its subdivisions. Even better, the sub-
divisions that Dr Jones describes are always
illustrated with his own ample photo-
micrographs, rather than with outline draw-
ings, so that we can decide for ourselves
where (or if) the boundaries lie and can see
how clear they are likely to be. Only the
figure legends gave me cause for concern: in
some cases the legends are divided into two
columns per page width whilst on others the
legends span the whole page.

Irving Cooper once concluded a lecture
he gave at the National Hospital, Queen
Square, with a review of the derivation of the
word thalamus. "The word talamos comes
from the Greek, and its meaning was con-
nubial couch. Undoubtedly it was apparent

to the early investigators that this structure
deep within the brain was a hot-bed of
sensory-motor activity The word thal-
amus is also found in the archaeological
literature, where it signifies a secret chamber.
Thus whether one explores the thalamus in
the original Greek sense as a hot-bed of
sensory-motor activity, or in the archae-
ological sense as a secret chamber, one is
following a long line of investigators who
found this structure intriguing and mys-

tifying." I have no doubt that this book will
become a standard text and fuel further
intrigues in the thalamic hot-bed.

JOHN ROTHWELL

Colour Atlas of Microneurosurgery. By
Werner T Koos, R Spetzler, G Pendl, A
Perneczky, J Lang. (Pp 420; DM 680.00)
Stuttgart: Georg Thieme Verlag, 1985.

This is by far the best operative atlas I have
ever seen in neurosurgery. The major draw-
back is the price. The authors have obvi-
ously collaborated and provided photo-
micrographs of the highest quality. The line
diagrams are excellent and provide the right
amount of information for the surgeon. The
topics covered include intracranial tumours,
spinal tumours, cerebral vascular lesions of
the brain and spine, a section on the vascu-
lar compression syndromes and another sec-
tion on devascularisation of the cerebral ves-
sels.
The book is essentially one on the micro-

neurosurgery of these lesions and demon-
strates not only the highest photographic
detail, but illustrates the extreme technical
competence of the surgeons. The anatomical
preparations are what we have come to
expect from Professor Lang and are mas-

terly demonstrations of normal anatomy.
The line diagrams illustrating different
approaches, positioning of the patient and
sites for retraction are excellent. I liked par-
ticularly the small summary diagrams at the
beginning of each section which showed the
area of the brain covered by surgical
exposure. There is just enough printed text
for the experienced surgeon to use the book.
It might not be so useful for those about to
embark on a surgical career or for the
undergraduate, but then there are plenty of
books aimed at this audience. The topics
covered demonstrate the interests of the
surgeons involved; the publishers might do
well to consider a second colour atlas of neu-
rosurgery; this time demonstrating with the
same clarity spinal surgery, particularly
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anterior approaches, peripheral nerve
surgery, and the brachial plexus.

H. ALAN CROCKARD

Basic Mechanisms of the Epilepsies: Molecu-
lar and Cellular Approaches. (Advances in
Neurology Vol 44.) Edited by Antonio V
Delgado-Escueta, Arthur A Ward Jr, Dixon
M Woodbury, Roger J Porter. Foreword by
Herbert H Jasper. (Pp 960; $108.50.) New
York: Raven Press. Japanese distributor:
Igaku-Shoin Ltd, 1986.

This is in every sense an ambitious book. It
represents the outcome of a number of
closed workshops held in 1982 and 1983 and
an international symposium held in 1983.
The authors state that "its major aim is to
serve as a textbook in basic mechanism of
the epilepsies for students in biomedical sci-
ences and for physicians desirous of entering
epilepsy research." As such it is seen as a
successor to the "Basic Mechanisms of the
Epilepsies" published in 1969. The length
and diversity of the book serve to illustrate
that during this time research into epilepsy
has become less empirical and more closely
related to increasing knowledge and under-
standing of the basic mechanism of neuronal
excitability and its control.

It is in every sense a heavyweight volume.
It comprises of over a thousand pages and is
divided into seven major sections. Perhaps
one of the most useful and interesting is the
introductory section where the editors
review new areas of research into the epi-
lepsies and define those areas where they see
exciting expansions in the future. Further
sections include molecular approaches to the
genetics of epilepsy, the molecular basis of
neuronal excitability, the role of neu-
rotransmitters and neuromodulators and
receptors in cell to cell communication, the
spread and arrest of seizures, the anatomy of
epileptic cell damage and the concluding sec-
tion on mechanisms of human epilepsy
focussing particularly on PET studies, neu-
ropathology and neurotransmitter inves-
tigations.
Each chapter provides both a review of

past work in the field and new material. In
some cases chapters do overlap quite consid-
erably and one or two, as is inevitable in this
kind of publication, differ little from pre-
vious publications of the authors concerned.
Neurologists without a specific interest in
epilepsy are likely to find many of the chap-
ters thin on direct clinical relevance and
somewhat hard reading. However, it would
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be difficult to find anyone who would not be
stimulated by the introductory chapter and
the section on genetics.
The volume is however a great credit to all

who have taken part in its production. The
editors have certainly managed to attract
every possible authority to contribute, and
there is no doubt that it will stand for some
time as the standard comprehensive state of
the art book. The editors have completely
succeeded in their aims, and deserve to be
congratulated. It seems doubtful that
another seventeen years will elapse between
the publication of this volume and any suc-
cessor. The excellence of this book is likely in
itself to speed its own obsolescence by acting
as a stimulus to further research.

G CHADWICK

Psychiatric Aspects of Trauma.
(Advances in Psychosomatic Medicine Vol
16). Edited by Linda Gay Peterson, GJ
O'Shanick. (Pp 238; £31-00.), Basel: Karger,
1986.

Psychosomatic medicine is sufficiently vague
to encompass a wide range of subjects that
do not normally merit the adjective of psy-
chosomatic. In this multi-author book from
the USA there are chapters on child abuse,
grief, the neuropsychiatry and rehabilitation
ofhead injury; in short, a range ofpsychiatry
with only one common attribute, trauma.
However, as trauma itself covers a large
spectrum between severe physical insults to
exaggerated mental reactions to stress it is
difficult even to hold to this tiny thread as
one reads through this book.
The neuropsychologist who is well aware

of Luria's functional units will find the chap-
ter by Hayden and Hart valuable but is
unlikely to be interested in the dynamic
pathology of child abusers. Similarly, the
nosologist who is interested in the American
concept of post traumatic stress disorder will
find much useful information in Silverman's
chapter but is likely to skip rapidly over a
chapter by Suhr on the reactions of children
to trauma. As is common with multi-author
texts, the standard of writing varies consid-
erably, ranging from an excellent con-
tribution by Brown which reports graph-
ically the emotional responses of the victims
of major traumatic events and the sloppy
presentation of Reilly and his colleagues on
alcohol use in which the word "trauma" is
massaged mercilessly. After a sentence
beginning "the person dealing with the com-
mon post-trauma seem at pain, alcohol post-

trauma, and drug abuse tre
reader is bound to be confuses
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An Introduction to the Diagno
agement of Common Neurolog
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atment" the In the preface the author says that his
d! "intended audience is medical students,
Auggetts and house officers and physicians who encounter
portions and patients with neurological disorders". The
to purchase book assumes much more knowledge than
em is needed the average British medical student (and
rested reader probably house officer) has, particularly in

the area of specialised neurological
PETER TYRER investigations. Terms such as evoked

responses and oligoclonal bands are used
without explanation. The book at £24 is
significantly more expensive than some of its
English counterparts such as the shorter ver-
sion of Brain s Clinical Neurology at £12 50

sis and Man- and Neurology, (RW Ross Russell and CM
gic Disorders. Wiles) at £10. It is therefore to be recom-
ractical Neu- mended to better-offjunior doctors and gen-
heinberg. (Pp eral practitioners.
n Press, 1986. F SCHON

The 3rd edition of Modern Practical Neu-
rologv has just been published under its new
and rather too elaborate title. This volume
covers in 16 chapters all the main adult neu-
rological diagnoses and in the newly added
final chapter gives a useful introduction to
paediatric neurology. The book achieves a
reasonably good balance between major
common conditions such as cerebrovascular
disease and dementia and the rarer diag-
noses most of which are mentioned. It also
gives the recent scientific background to
conditions where this knowledge is avail-
able.

Its advice on management however needs
to be treated with caution. This may reflect
differences between current English and
North American practice. The suggestion
that anticoagulation is appropriate treat-
ment for mitral valve prolapse and that
phenytoin is as effective as carbamazepine in
the treatment of trigeminal neuralgia are
examples. It is as though the book sets itself
too comprehensive a task for a short man-
ual. It allows itself only one paragraph on
motor neuron disease and no space at all to
mention the aims of supportive therapy in
this condition. Prolactinomas and their
response to bromocriptine are omitted. The
surgical advice is surprisingly conservative
in places. Benefits of evacuating cerebellar
and brain stem haematomas are ignored as
is the need for surgery in a not insignificant
number of patients with benign intracranial
hypertension.
The book is well illustrated with

neuroradiological images including
those derived from magnetic resonance as
well as photographs of numerous excellent
neuropathological specimens. It is a pity
that so few clinical pictures are included.
The references are plentiful and up-to-date.

Notices
9th International Symposium on Parkinson's
Disease. Jerusalem, Israel. 5-9 June 1988.
Further information may be obtained from
The Secrctariat, POB 50006, Tel-Aviv
61500, Israel.

VI[ International Congress on Neuro-
muscular Diseases. This Congress will be
held in Munich 17-22 September 1990.
Information may be obtained from Dr F
Lehmann-Horn, Neurologische Klinik und
Poliklinik, Technische Universitat
Munchen, Mohlstrasse 28, D-8000 Munich
80, FRG.
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